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	When Gateway Design Automation, Inc. created Verilog in the mid-

	1980's, the process of integrated circuit design was very different than it is

	today. The role of Verilog, as well as its capability, has evolved since its

	inception into today's SystemVerilog.

	SystemVerilog language consists of three categories of features -- Design, Assertions and Testbench.  Assertions add a whole new dimension to the ASIC verification process.   Engineers are used to writing testbenches in verilog that help verify their design.  Verilog is a procedural language and is very limited in capabilities to handle the complex ASICs built today.  SystemVerilog assertions (SVA) is a declarative language.  The temporal nature of the language provides excellent control over time and allows mulitple processes to execute simultaneously.  This provides the engineers a very strong tool to solve their verification problems.  The language is still new and the thinking is very different from the user's perspective when compared to standard verilog language.  There is not enough expertise or intellectual property available as of today in the field.  While the language has been defined very well, there is no practical guide that shows how to use the language to solve real verification problems.  This book is a practical guide that will help people to understand this new language and adopt assertion based verification methodology quickly.
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Orthodoxy and the Courts in Late AntiquityOxford University Press, 2007
a truly important contribution to the study of the legal history of the later Roman Empire Gregory Halfond, Bryn Mawr Classical Review  Humfresss engaging book makes an original, incisive contribution to our understanding of the continuity of legal practice in the later empire and to the role of forensic advocacy by Christians in the genesis and...
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Handbook of Peer-to-Peer NetworkingSpringer, 2009

	The Handbook of Peer-to-Peer Networking is a comprehensive and unified repository of the various models, applications, methodologies, trends, and challenges of peer-to-peer computing, making it an essential reference for researchers and proffesionals alike. This handbook addresses current issues as well as emerging concepts...
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The Economics of Speed: Machine Speed as the Key Factor in Productivity (Lecture Notes in Production Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This is the first book to examine the “nuts and bolts” of production processes. It proposes a truly consilient approach to modeling production processes – one that goes beyond the vague principles found in standard economics – and provides details that are consistent with the applied mechanics and engineering...
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The Physics of SuperheroesGotham, 2005
If superheroes stepped off the comic book page or silver screen and into reality, could they actually work their wonders in a world constrained by the laws of physics? How strong would Superman have to be to “leap tall buildings in a single bound”? Could Storm of the X-Men possibly control the weather? And how many cheeseburgers would...
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Wireless Network Hacks & Mods For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Connect the old, the new, the practical, and the fun!
Play multiplayer games, set up home surveillance, or take your network outside     

Now that you've got a wireless network going, you're getting the urge to see what else it can do, right? Hook up with this book and find simple, fun ways to expand its possibilities. Add your home...
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Practical Web Analytics for User Experience: How Analytics Can Help You Understand Your UsersMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Practical Web Analytics for User Experience teaches you how to use web analytics to help answer the complicated questions facing UX professionals. Within this book, you'll find a quantitative approach for measuring a website's effectiveness and the methods for posing and answering specific questions about how users navigate a...
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